A new vibration mechanism of balancing machine for satellite-borne spinning rotors
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Abstract The centrifugal force and overturning moment generated by satellite-borne rotating payload have a significant impact on the stability of on-orbit satellite attitude, which must be controlled to the qualified range. For the satellite-borne rotors’ low working revs and large centroidal deviation and height, and that the horizontal vibration produced by centrifugal force is not of the same magnitude as the torsional vibration by overturning moment, the balancing machine’s measurement accuracy is low. Analysis shows that the mixture of horizontal vibration and torsional vibration of the vibrational mechanism contribute mainly to the machine’s performance, as well as the instability of vibration center position. A vibrational mechanism was put forward, in which the horizontal and torsional vibration get separated effectively by way of fixing the vibration center. From experimental results, the separation between the weak centrifugal force signal and the strong moment signal was realized, errors caused by unstable vibration center are avoided, and the balancing machine based on this vibration structure is able to meet the requirements of dynamic balancing for the satellite’s rotating payloads in terms of accuracy and stability.
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1. Introduction

The rotating antenna mechanisms, such as the microwave scanning radiometer and the microwave imager, are important remote sensing instruments as well as primary payloads in the meteorological and oceanographic satellites, generally working in the mechanical rotary scanning mode. If the inertial force itself within the antenna scanning mechanism cannot counteract internally, huge trouble could be caused to satellites suspended in space with interference torque generated by the rotation acting on the satellite body. Firstly, the aroused vibration in the satellite will directly affect the image pixel registration accuracy and reduce geographic positioning accuracy due to image distortion in the detection equipment, the satellite’s technical working index is lowered in consequence; Secondly, large unbalanced force and moment lead to the reduction of accuracy and stability of the satellite’s attitude, so that satellites has to constantly adjust itself in order to maintain the normal operation at the cost of increasing the fuel and electricity consumption, which could shorten the working life and degrade the operational reliability. Obviously, it is required for rotating antenna elements to be balanced in
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In many aspects, e.g., self or automatic balancing technology, kinetic model optimization, corresponding balancing theories at different working speeds, multi-plane separation techniques, optimization algorithm. In comparison, many key techniques are not mature yet at present in the vertical hard bearing double-plane dynamic balancing machine, of which the separation ratio is unsatisfactory and the measurement accuracy is low. Lee and Warkotsch use a frame-style vibration structure to detect vibration signals through sensors mounted on different planes of the rotor. In the study of vertical automatic balance, Royzman and Drach created automatic balancing units made as hollow rotor partially filled with liquid, and in their units passive balancing is used and those units are direct controllers as their sensitive element produces force enough to balance rotor; Rajalingham and Bhat presented an automatic balancer consisting of several balancing balls which are guided to move in a circular track. In the study the suitability of a two-ball automatic balancer to balance the residual unbalance in a vertical rotor is investigated, and the nonlinear analysis revealed that under certain conditions, the system ultimately settles down to the balanced steady state and thereby balance the residual unbalance in a vertical rotor completely. Ferraris, Andrianoei, Berlioz et al. investigated the balancing procedure of a rotary refrigerant compressor subjected to fairly well-known eccentric masses and to a cylinder pressure force. Particular attention is paid to the influence of pressure force on the response of the compressor. It demonstrates that cylinder pressure plays a negligible role in the case of the rotary machine presented here, but must be taken into account when high pressure and weak bearing characteristics are combined. Hredzak and Guo proposed a new type of electromechanical balancing device that can be used for active compensation of variable unbalance of a rotational machine, the main advantage of which is in its capability to reduce rotational unbalance in applications where the value and position of unbalance is variable.

In the study of spaceborne rotor balancing, Wilson and Mah presented an approach for automatic balancing and intelligent fault tolerance and the research focused on the automatic on-line balancing and the associated fault tolerance. In the automatic balancing system, feedback from sensors measuring rotor motions or forces is used to drive active counter-weights to null the unbalance and resulting vibrations. To reduce two types of unbalances in the spinning rocket vehicles and satellites in the atmosphere, static and dynamic unbalances, Sethunadh and Mohanlal developed a novel virtual instrument-based measurement system which consists of a single acquisition board and a power supply unit. Brusa and Zolfini carried out a numerical and experimental investigation on the dynamic behaviour of a fixed multi-body fast-spinning rotor in order to validate the design approach proposed for a spacecraft. However, satellites with multi-body rotors as a whole are usually balanced through air-bearing spacecraft simulators. Schwartz and Wiener address the problem of statically and dynamically balancing a satellite with antenna rotor mounted supported on its own bearings and driven by a motor in the satellite body.

The study found that large height and centroidal deviation give rise to nonlinear deformation of the antenna on one hand; therefore, there exists large test error; on the other hand, since the working rev is low, the vibration signals are poor, and the signals of torque during the test interfere with the signals of centrifugal force severely. To meet the requirements of high precision for the rotating antenna balance, sufficient separation is necessary between the two components so as to reduce the coupling interference. Accordingly, the reflection in the mechanical system is the separation of the horizontal and torsional vibration aroused by the rotor unbalance. The effective separation between the two is directly related to the measurement accuracy, which is the key technique of vertical double-plane balancing machines and also the technical difficulties that has long been not resolved well.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the vibration mechanism of the balancing machine for the single satellite-borne rotor’s balancing in advance on the ground. According to the analysis of the vibration structures of the existing vertical balancing machines and combined with the properties of satellite-borne rotating antennas, a new type of vibration mechanism is presented, then the vibration model is established and the structural parameters is researched. Finally, experiments are provided for the verification of the correctness of the separation principle of horizontal vibration and torsional vibration, and the performance of the balancing machine based on this new vibration mechanism.

2. Unbalance of satellite-borne rotating antenna

Shown in Fig. 1, the satellite-borne antenna mechanism consists of the reflector, bracket, rotating cylinder and other components. The cylinder is driven by a built-in motor and connects with the main satellite body at the bottom. Due to long-term use under the vacuum of space, the oil-bearing structure is used between the cylinder and the stator. To ensure the safety of work, the mechanism typically operates at about 10–50 r/min.
In general, the centroidal deviation and height is large in the satellite-borne rotating payloads with asymmetric structure. Thereinto, the cap-shaped antenna reflector deviates from the axis of rotation and has a considerable height from the foot of the supporting shaft. A rather great overturning moment is generated as a result when the rotating payload is scanning. So, in the sensor detecting process, the signal strength of the overturning moment produced by unbalance is much greater compared to that of the centrifugal force.

This kind of satellite-borne payloads are generally of low rigidity, and in order to achieve the high measurement accuracy of unbalanced force and moment in the condition of large-size and low speed, first of all, the balancing test structure of vertical double-plate and hard bearing is adopted. The test installation is shown in Fig. 1. In the unbalance detection for satellite-borne rotating parts, two ways are employed in general: one is the balancing of the components of products, which are directly installed on the flange of the balancing machine’s spindle and driven by the spindle when measured; the other is the balancing of the whole products, in which the balancing machine’s spindle is fixed and the rotor is driven by the built-in motor of the product. In the second case, the balancing machine seen as the satellite body to simulate the working state in orbit, the unbalance would be reflected by the vibrational mechanism of the dynamic balancing machine.

When performing the balancing correction, the trim should be operated just on two planes of the rotating cylinder for the structural reason. The synthetic unbalance $U$ of the entire antenna assembly is equivalent to the unbalance $U_1$ on the upper plane $z_1$ and $U_2$ on the lower plane $z_2$, namely

$$U = U_1 + U_2 = (U_1 \cos z_1 + U_2 \cos z_2)i + (U_1 \sin z_1 + U_2 \sin z_2)j$$

(1)

where $z_1$, $z_2$, $U_1$, $U_2$ are respectively the corresponding phase angles and magnitudes of $U_1$ and $U_2$, and $i$, $j$ are unit vectors of X-axis and Y-axis. So, the synthetic couple unbalance $V$ is expressed as

$$V = k \times (l_xi + l_yj) = k \times [(U_1z_1 \cos z_1 + U_2z_2 \cos z_2)$$

$$i + (U_1z_1 \sin z_1 + U_2z_2 \sin z_2)j]$$

(2)

where $l_x$ and $l_y$ are respectively the rotating body’s product of inertia relative to the coordinate system $OXYZ$, and $k$ is the unit vector of Z-axis.

All the above analysis shows that the dynamic unbalance could be described with two kinds of components, the static unbalance $U$ and the couple unbalance $V$. According to the structure parameters of the vibration system and sensor signals, through appropriate calibration for the electrical test system to establish relationships between electrical and mechanical systems, the unbalance distributed on correction planes is quickly and accurately considered by Eqs. (1) and (2), then the trimming would be carried on.

3. Analysis of general vibration mechanisms

3.1. Frame-style vibration mechanism

The positions of the sensors in the frame-style vibration mechanism are shown in Fig. 2. $c$ is the mass center of the spindle system (the test pieces included), and assumed to be between the upper sensor and the lower sensor (similarly in other cases). $F_1$ and $F_2$ are the concentrated unbalanced force of the two correction planes, which are in the same phase to facilitate the discussion. $L_1$ is the distance between $F_1$ and $F_2$ vertically, $L_2$ is the distance between $F_2$ and sensor 1 vertically, $L_3$ is the distance between sensor 1 and $X_1$-axis vertically, $L_4$ is the distance between sensor 2 and $X_1$-axis vertically, and $L_5$ is the distance between point $O_1$ and $X_1$-axis vertically. In the vibration, the spindle system generates horizontal displacement $x_1$ by the unbalance forces $F_1$ and $F_2$, as a result, the mass center moves from $c$ to $c'$; meanwhile, the spindle system rotates around $c'$ with the rotation angle $\theta$ under the action of the unbalanced moments $F_3(L_1 + L_2 + L_3)$ and $F_4(L_2 + L_5)$. The intersection of the spindle axis and the rotation axis $O_1$ is the vibration center.

Let the two sensor measurement values be $N_1$ and $N_2$, then the relationship between the values and the unbalanced forces is

$$\begin{align*}
N_1 &= \frac{F_1(L_1 + L_2 + L_3') + F_2(L_2 + L_3')}{L_1' + 2L_3'} \\
N_2 &= \frac{F_1(\lambda - L_1' - L_2') + F_2(\lambda' - L_2')}{L_1' + 2L_3'}
\end{align*}$$

(3)

where $L_1' = L_1 + L_4$, $\lambda = k_2/L_5k_1$, and $k_1$ and $k_2$ are the horizontal and torsional rigidity of the vibration mechanism respectively.

With Fig. 2 and the Eq. (3), the centrifugal force and the moment are detected by sensors at the same time, when the horizontal signal and the rotational signal are mixed with the result of severe superimposed interference. What’s more, sensors should be resolved to obtain the unbalance of each correction plane, and if there exist performance errors in sensors, mutual coupling effects would result in the amplification of the measurement errors of the unbalances, which is closely related to the sensors coupling degree. Therefore, it is not conducive to improve the unbalance separation accuracy of each correction plane, reducing the effect of the balance correction at a time.

Supposing that an existing unbalance $U_r$ is at the height of $h_1$ in the test antenna, the change of the displacement of the spindle system during the measurement is indicated in Fig. 3.
where \( x_1, x'_1 \) are respectively the corresponding displacements of the locations of the mass center and the sensor, then
\[
\begin{align*}
\left\{
\begin{array}{l}
x'_1 = x_1 + \Delta x \\
\Delta x = L_1 \theta_1 = q(U', h_1)
\end{array}
\right.
\end{align*}
\] (4)

Seen from Eq. (4), \( \Delta x \) is the linear function\(^\text{13} \) of variable \( U' \), \( h_1 \). The torsional stiffness is much larger than the horizontal stiffness and the rotation angle \( \theta \) is rather small, as a result, \( \Delta x \ll x_1 \); from the structural point of view, the rotating part is of greater height, so that while \( h_1 \) is of small amount of change, there is little change of \( \Delta x \) if the unbalance \( U' \) is of rather height (namely \( h_1 \) is large) according to Eq. (4). These two factors result in insensitivity of sensors to the unbalances in high positions, so, vibration mechanisms of this type are not suited to satellite-borne rotating antennas with the centroid deviation aloft.

Since the general vibrating motion of the system can be considered as the synthesis of the horizontal motion along with the mass center and the torsional motion around the mass center, there should be a point that is determinate in the vibration system (or the extension) and called the vibration center as shown in Fig. 2. In order to improve the height of the vibration center, Li optimized the design on the basis of the frame-style mechanism.\(^\text{27} \) However, due to the change of test pieces, speed fluctuation and the instability of the vibration center by long-term operating, the actual mechanical separation ratio will change, the permanent calibration is unable to achieved, and the plane separation error occurs after subsequent electrical measurements. Therefore, this type of applications has great limitations when used for the spinning antennas.

In addition, to measure the static unbalance and the couple unbalance at the same time, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) should be on the same order of magnitude; however, it is hard to achieve in structural design for the frame-style mechanism using the spring-plate to reflect the static and couple unbalances simultaneously.

### 3.2. Bi-directional vibration mechanism

In this type of mechanisms the sensor installation is shown in Fig. 4. Also, the coordinate system is established with the mass center of the spindle system as the origin. To simplify the description, it is assumed that the test body contains concentrated unbalanced force on a single plane, namely \( F_3 = mro^2 \cos(\alpha \omega t) \). The perpendicular distance from mass center \( c \) to the sensor 1 is \( a \), the perpendicular distance from the unbalance \( F_3 \) to the sensor 2 is \( h_2 \), and the horizontal distance from the sensor 2 to the rotation axis is \( b \). \( k_3 \) and \( k_4 \) are the horizontal and torsional rigidity of the vibration mechanism respectively.

During vibrating process, the mass center \( c \) has a horizontal offset \( x_2 \), while the rotation angle of the spindle system around the mass center is \( \theta_2 \), then
\[
\begin{align*}
\left\{
\begin{array}{l}
x_2 = \frac{F_3}{k_3} \\
\theta_2 = \frac{(a + h_2)F_3}{k_4b^2} \\
\end{array}
\right.
\end{align*}
\] (5)

and the corresponding displacement of the installation location of sensor 1 is
\[
x'_2 = \left[ 1 + \frac{a(a + h_2)}{k_3b^2} \right] F_3
\] (6)

so, the perpendicular distance from the vibration center \( O_2 \) to sensor 1 is
\[
L = \frac{x'_2}{\theta_2} = \frac{k_4b^2}{a + h_2} + k_3a
\] (7)

On the one hand, the position of the mass center of the spindle system will generally change as the test pieces are different, on the other, the installation of the sensor 1 will bring about the positional deviation because the horizontal mechanical part of this type of testing mechanisms cannot be well identified. According to Eqs. (5)-(7), the uncertainties of \( a \), \( h_2 \) and \( a + h_2 \) caused by the above two factors, are likely to cause the error of rotation angle \( \theta_2 \) and the displacement \( x'_2 \) of the installation location of the sensor 1; moreover, the instability of \( L \), the position of the vibration center, could result in the calibration error of the measurement system eventually as well. Therefore, the vibration mechanisms based on this principle always have unsatisfactory stability, and is unable to meet the high-precision requirement of satellite-borne rotating payloads.

![Fig. 3](image) Change of displacement of spindle system during measurement.

![Fig. 4](image) Bi-directional measurement diagram.
4. Study of a new vibrational mechanism

Fig. 5 shows the originally designed principle prototype of the vibrational mechanism, which has achieved good performance. However, the spindle system of the structure is carried by two cross spring rods, for which it is hard to meet the load requirements under the conditions of large size and quality. Thus, floating phenomenon may appear in the course of rotation, reducing the measurement stability.

In the research of this field, the vibration mechanism of the typical balancing machines represented by E series from Schenck of Germany, adopts a flexing member as the torsional fulcrum, which is similar to the cross structure shown in Fig. 5 in principle but is of high price and unsatisfactory economic efficiency.

Aimed at the problems existing in the conventional mechanisms, combined with the cross-shaped swing frame theory, a new vibration mechanism is proposed to meet the speciality of satellite-borne rotating payloads.

4.1. Vibration mechanism

Fig. 6 shows the diagram of the new type of dynamic balancing vibration mechanism, in which the whole structure is connected to the base through the left and right horizontal spring-plates and the spindle system (including test piece) coordinates with the torsional shaft through the support. Under the action of the centrifugal force generated by the unbalance in the test piece, the spindle system, support and torsional shaft make a horizontal vibration along with the support board when rotating, meanwhile the spindle system and the support swing around the torsional shaft by the overturning moment. This vibration system is limited to the above two degrees of freedom.

In the vibration mechanism, the spindle system is mounted on the torsional shaft. On the one hand the position of the torsional center is determined, on the other hand the carrying capacity of the spindle is improved so as to meet the measurement requirements of antenna rotors with large weight. The horizontal vibration resulting from the centrifugal force is embodied in the horizontal spring-plate, while the torsional vibration in the torsional spring-plate is detected respectively by the horizontal sensor 1 and the vertical sensor 2. In the establishment of dynamic model, the torsional center is set as the reference origin. Therefore, the measurement of the unbalance is not concerned with the stability of the position of the vibration center, which avoids the errors always appearing in constant vibration mechanisms.

And, since the overturning moment of the satellite-borne antenna is larger, that is, the couple unbalance is much greater than the static unbalance, in order to ensure the signal strength of the sensor, the horizontal spring-plate’s thickness cannot be too large, which is in contradiction with that the vibration mechanism should have a large rigidity to meet the large weight of the antennas. Therefore, the optimization design is necessary for the vibration characteristics of the mechanism to achieve the optimal performance via the analysis software like Ansys.

4.2. Vibration of analysis

In Fig. 7, the spindle system shifts and tilts under the static and couple unbalances, and $O_3$ and $O_4$ are the corresponding positions of the torsional centers before and after the deflection. The coordinate system $O_3X_3Y_3Z_3$ is set at the origin of the center $O_3$ of the torsional shaft while the $O_4X_4Y_4Z_4$ at the mass center $O_4$ of the spindle system, and the orientation is shown in the figure. The sensors are used to measure the signals of the horizontal and torsional motions. $l$ is the distance from sensor 2 to the axis of the spindle with the angular velocity $\omega$, and the distance from $O_4$ to the torsional shaft axis is $H$ in the vertical direction. The rigidity of the left horizontal spring-plates is $k_5$, the same as the right one, and the rigidity of the torsional spring-plate is $k_6$. $u_1$ and $u_2$ are assumed to be the unbalance of the two correction planes, and the phase angles are $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ accordingly. $\theta$ is the rotation angle of the spindle system, and $x$ is the horizontal displacement of the translational body.
$u_1$ and $u_2$ can be described by the static unbalance $U$ and the couple unbalance $V$, whose phase angles are $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ respectively. Let $F$ be the centrifugal force and $T$ the overturning torque, so $F = u_0 \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)$, $T = V\omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_2)$. Ignoring the gravity torque and the system damping, the differential equation of the vibration system is

$$\begin{align*}
M \ddot{x} + mH \ddot{\theta} + 2k_s x &= F
\end{align*}$$

(8)

where $M$ is the total mass, $m$ the mass of the rotational body, $J$ the inertia moment of the rotational body about the rotation center, and $h$ the vertical distance of the static unbalance from the torsional center $O_1$.

Using Laplace transform, the Eq. (8) changes to be

$$\begin{align*}
(Ms^2 + 2k_s)x(s) + Jh^2 \theta(s) + mHs^2 x(s) &= F(s)
\end{align*}$$

(9)

Let $\omega_{n1} = \sqrt{\frac{2k_s}{M}}$, $\omega_{n2} = \sqrt{\frac{k_s \omega}{J + mH}}$ respectively the natural frequencies of the horizontal motion and the torsional motion of the vibration system, then the response equation obtained from Eq. (9) is

$$\begin{align*}
M(s^2 \omega_{n1}^2 - \omega^2) x(j\omega) - mH \omega^2 \theta(j\omega) &= F(j\omega)
\end{align*}$$

(10)

$$\begin{align*}
(s^2 \omega_{n2}^2 - \omega^2) (J + mH) \theta(j\omega) - mH \omega^2 x(j\omega) &= F(j\omega)
\end{align*}$$

Because the system is a hard supporting structure, i.e. $\omega_{n1} \gg \omega$, $\omega_{n2} \gg \omega$, Eq. (10) is simplified to be

$$\begin{align*}
2k_s x &= U \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)
\end{align*}$$

(11)

$$\begin{align*}
k_s \omega \theta &= U \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + V \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_2)
\end{align*}$$

The two corresponding values $F_{n1}$, $F_{n2}$ of the sensors are

$$\begin{align*}
F_{n1} &= k_s x
F_{n2} &= k_s \theta
\end{align*}$$

(12)

So, the following equation can be obtained from Eqs. (11) and (12):

$$\begin{align*}
U &= \frac{2F_{n1}}{\omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)}
V &= \frac{F_{n2} - 2F_{n1}}{\omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_2)}
\end{align*}$$

(13)

The equation above shows the relationship between the unbalance and the values of sensors, in which the sensor 1 is mounted in the position just corresponding to the torsional shaft’s center and the static unbalance is reflected singly by the sensor 1, eliminating the interference by the couple unbalance and achieving mechanical separation between the horizontal signal and the torsional signal.

4.3. Parametric analysis

Eq. (8) is solved to be

$$\begin{align*}
x &= U \omega^2 \left(k_s \phi_1 - J \phi_2 - m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \right) \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
\theta &= U \omega^2 \left(k_s \phi_1 - J \phi_2 - m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \right) \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)
\end{align*}$$

(14)

In the equation above, the parameters are fixed except the parameters to be measured related to the unbalance and the mass center’s position $H$ of the spindle system. Generally, the mass center $O_4$ does not coincide with the torsional shaft’s center $O_1$ (namely $H \neq 0$), so that the value of $H$ changes with different test pieces. Therefore, the effect of the vibration system bears on not only the unbalances but also the test piece itself, which is not conducive to creating a strict proportion of the test system and the mechanical system.

Since the vibration mechanism is classified to be the hard bearing structure, and the natural frequency of vibration system is much larger than $\omega$, Eq. (14) with the components containing $\omega^3$ omitted turns into

$$\begin{align*}
x &= \frac{U k_s \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + m_1 H \omega^2 \phi_1 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)}{2k_s \omega^2}
\theta &= \frac{U \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + V \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_2)}{k_s \omega^2}
\end{align*}$$

(15)

(16)

For further simplification, the equation above is to be

$$\begin{align*}
x &= \frac{U \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1)}{2k_s}
\theta &= \frac{U \omega^2 \phi_3 \cos(\omega t + \phi_1) + V \omega^2 \cos(\omega t + \phi_2)}{k_s \omega^2}
\end{align*}$$

This result is consistent with Eq. (11), in which it is clear that the effect of $H$ is eliminated on the horizontal displacement $x$ and the angle of rotation $\theta$. So, this will ensure that the vibration effect structurally has nothing to do with the test piece and only the unbalance is relevant.

5. Performance test

To check the claimed performance of the prototype employing the new vibration mechanism, two independent experiments will be conducted: the mechanical separation principle experiment (couple unbalance interference on static unbalance), and the detection of $U_{\text{max}}$ (stability detection of minimum achievable residual unbalance).

5.1. Separation of horizontal vibration and torsional vibration

The deduction from Eqs. (11) and (12) is

$$\begin{align*}
F_{n1} &= U \omega^2 \frac{\cos(\omega t + \phi_1)}{2}
F_{n2} &= U \omega^2 \cos(\phi_1) + V \omega^2 \cos(\phi_2)
\end{align*}$$

(17)

Usually in the evaluation tests of performance in the balancing machine, the indication interference of the couple unbalance on the static unbalance is requested only on the single plane balancing machine. Since the couple unbalance is much larger than the static unbalance in the satellite-borne antenna, further observation is necessary to observe the interference from the couple unbalance especially at low revs. It is an experimental prototype in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 8, a standard testing rotor R should be fixed on the spindle’s flange, of which the mass $M_R = 47.6$ kg, the diameter $D = 100$ mm, and the height $H_R = 510$ mm. The rotor R has eight testing surfaces 1–8 from low to high evenly with the space $\Delta h = 50$ mm. The distance from the testing surface 1 to the center of the rotational shaft is 150 mm, 8 testing holes
is around each surface uniformly (requiring higher positioning accuracy), and the testing radius \( r_1 = 50 \text{ mm} \). The test mass \( m_1 = 20 \text{ g} \) is mounted in any of the eight holes of the 8 surfaces in turn, and the test speed is \( n_1 = 80 \text{ r/min} \). The values of the two sensors are recorded during the stable rotation and data is shown in Fig. 9 after processing.

From Fig. 9, with the increase of load height, the readings of the sensor 1 remain unchanged on the whole, while the variation of the sensor 2 is proportional to the height of the testing surface, which agrees with the Eq. (17). Experimental results show the correctness of the separation principle of the horizontal vibration and the torsional vibration in the vibration mechanism, the interference by the couple unbalance is greatly reduced, and the weak centrifugal force signal is extracted from the large moment well, which provides a theoretical basis for the development of the balancing measurement system for satellite-borne rotating payload.

### 5.2. Detection of minimum achievable residual unbalance

#### 5.2.1. Identification of the mount of minimum residual unbalance

The surface 2 of standard rotor R is selected as the correction-plane 1, and the test mass \( m_2 = 160 \text{ g} \) is added to the eight angular positions of correction-plane 1 successively. The testing radius \( r_2 = 75 \text{ mm} \), and the working speed \( n_2 = 80 \text{ r/min} \). The corresponding unbalance readings of every angular position in the correction-plane 1 are shown in Fig. 10(a), where the upper dotted line corresponds to the maximum \( X_{\text{max1}} = 233 \text{ g} \) and the lower dotted line corresponds to the minimum \( X_{\text{min1}} = 89 \text{ g} \). Then the minimum amount of residual unbalance is

\[
U_{\text{mar1}} = \frac{(X_{\text{max1}} - X_{\text{min1}})}{2} = 0.0054 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}
\]

Similarly, the surface 6 of rotor R is selected as the correction-plane 2, so the minimum amount of residual unbalance from Fig. 10(b) is \( U_{\text{mar2}} = 0.00525 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m} \).

Eq. (18) is obtained by the definition of the minimum specific unbalance \( e \).

\[
\begin{align*}
U_{\text{mar}} &= M_R e \\
e &= \frac{U_{\text{mar1}}}{M_1} = \frac{U_{\text{mar2}}}{M_2} \\
M_1 + M_2 &= M_R
\end{align*}
\]  

(18)

where \( M_1 \) is the corresponding mass of correction-plane 1, \( M_2 \) is the corresponding mass of correction-plane 2, then the minimum residual unbalance \( U_{\text{mar}} = 0.01065 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m} \) by Eq. (18).

**Fig. 8** Practical small-scale testing vibration mechanism.

**Fig. 9** Results of separation between horizontal and torsional vibration.

**Fig. 10** Readings of two angle positions of test mass \( m_2 \).
5.2.2. Detection of the minimum achievable residual unbalance

This test aims to check the claimed minimum achievable residual unbalance $U_{\text{max}}$ of the standard rotor by the balancing machine with the new type of vibration mechanism in terms of measurement stability. The test is carried out at the lowest speed, and balancing machine has the lowest sensitivity at the moment. For the standard testing rotor $R$, the minimum residual unbalance $U_{\text{max}}$ exists. The test mass should be $m_3 = U_{\text{max}}/r_3 = 142$ g for the standard mass is too large to fit the measurement range. The surface 6 of rotor $R$ is selected as the correction-plane 3 and the test mass $m_3$ is added in turn to the eight holes of the correction-plane 3. Running the rotor $R$ after each load, the readings of the correction-plane 1 and correction-plane 2 are recorded so that 9 pairs of data are obtained. Each reading is divided by their average of all readings of the respective plane and the results are shown in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 11, the two dotted lines (0.88 and 1.12) represent the value limits (±12%) of the arithmetic mean in each correction-plane. Known from these two figures, all plotted points are within the scope of the two dotted lines, which show a linear relationship on the whole. Thus, the balancing machine based on this vibration mechanism is able to pass the $U_{\text{max}}$ test, namely, with a stable balancing accuracy, it reaches the claimed minimum achievable residual unbalance.

6. Conclusions

The balancing of satellite-borne rotating payloads is very different from traditional rotors’ so that it is necessary to propose new test methods and theories for dynamic balancing. A new vibration mechanism is introduced, in which the principle of the separation of the translation motion and the rotation motion is adopted in order to extract the weak centrifugal force signal from the larger overturning moment’s effectively. The key issues of the low working revs and the large sizes of both the height and the centroid deviation are solved, and the defects such as poor stability and low accuracy are overcome largely. The way of determining the torsional center is used to avoid the errors aroused by the uncertainty of the vibration center. Engineering practice shows that this vibration mechanism has the superiority in the balancing for satellite-borne rotating payloads compared to other similar balancing machines, and it also has good property of mechanical separation of horizontal and torsional vibration which significantly improves the accuracy and stability of the test. After two development stages of the principle prototype and the small-scale prototype the eventually forming measurement system is shown in Fig. 12.

In order to further improve the accuracy of the weak signal at low speeds and reduce mechanical interference caused by belt drive, ultimately the techniques of air-floating and the electric spindle are developed based on the practical prototype, which are applied to the balancing detection and correction for satellite-borne rotating payloads successfully. Besides, as the satellite-borne rotors are of large size and mass, on the one hand, the supporting stability during the rotating operation is improved through the increase of the air-floating platform’s size; on the other hand, the measurement system employs the electronic compensation measures to reduce or offset the errors of the vibration system aroused by the large height of the centroid deviation of the rotating antenna.
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